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1 Executive Summary 
This deliverable is the final deliverable of workpackage 3 “MU-MIMO in prac-
tice”. It builds on the previous deliverables D3.1 and D3.2 and includes re-

sults from tasks 3.2 on channel modelling for MU-MIMO (Note that this task 
has been extended to month 24) and task 3.3 on the implementation of the 
selected MU-MIMO algorithms on the OpenAirInterface development platform. 

 
As described already in D3.2, the receiver architecture that has been select-

ed for the final MU-MIMO demonstration is the interference-aware (IA) max-
log MAP detector. This receiver architecture has been implemented in fixed 
point C on the OpenAirInterface platform and simulation results from this im-

plementation are shown in this deliverable. In summary the receiver has a 
good performance, but some fine-tuning for higher order modulation orders 

(16 QAM and 64 QAM) still needs to be done. 
 
In addition to the IA receiver, a scheduler for MU-MIMO system has been im-

plemented on the OpenAirInterface as well. We show results from some first 
system-level simulations using ideal PHY abstraction as well as a full PHY im-

plementation. 
 
The MU-MIMO channel put forward by SAMURAI is based on the well estab-

lished WINNER II GSCM [5]. We present an analysis of this model wrt its 
ability to model MU-MIMO channels correctly and propose some improve-

ments to the original model. The model has also been implemented in C and 
will be used for further system level simulations. 

 
Last but not least we address the problem of simulating a MU-MIMO channel 
in real-time. This is particularly hard, because a lot of taps have to be com-

puted, resulting in a huge computational complexity. We propose methods on 
how the number of taps can be reduced.  

2 The OpenAirInterface.org platform 
The final MU-MIMO demonstration will make use of the OpenAirInterface 
hardware platforms CBMIMO1 and ExpressMIMO1. These platforms have 

been already described in D5.1 [2]. Since the release of that deliverable, the 
following new modules have been developed. 

2.1 New RF frontend for Express MIMO 
A new RF frontend for Express MIMO (see Figure 2-1) is now also available 
that replaced the Agile RF boxes. The new frontend is much smaller in size 
and houses 4 RF chains in one box. It is based on 4 LMS6002D evaluation 

boards from Lime Microsystems and provides 4 TX and 4 RX chains, each in-
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dependently tunable from 300 MHz to 3.8 GHz. However, the current filters 

limit the carrier frequency to 1.9GHz and a bandwidth of 20MHz. 
  

J5 connector for the 

LIME programming

Lime eval board

SMA connectors to the 

EXPRESS  MIMO 

(analog BB signals) 

N-type connectors

to PA/LNA sub

system

(analog RF signals) 

 
Figure 2-1: RF frontend based on LIME evaluation boards 

2.2 PA-LNA subsystem 
Four power amplifier (PA) and low-noise amplifier (LNA) boxes have also 

been developed. Each chain of the RF system can be connected to a PA-LNA 
box (see Figure 2-2) to allow for transmission powers of up to 30dBm. The 
power amplifiers are currently limited to the 1.9GHz band, where Eurecom 

has a frequency allocation for experimentation around its premises in Sophia 
Antipolis. The eNB antennas are typical antennas with dual (cross) polarized 

ports per sector from Kathrein.  
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Figure 2-2: PA/LNA subsystem 

3 Implementation of MU-MIMO on the OpenAirInterface 
platform 

The scenarios and the basic building blocks of OpenAirInterface MU-MIMO 

PoC are given in D5.1 [2] and an update of this specification has been given 
in D3.3 [3]. In this section we are going to report the first results of the im-

plementation of two major building blocks of this PoC, the IA receiver and 
the scheduler. All these results have been generated with OpenAirInterface 
evaluation tools and the  same code will be used for the final PoC.  

3.1 IA receiver 
The IA receiver for LTE Rel.8 TM5 described in D3.2 [3] has been implement-
ed in C. This implementation makes use of the hardware accelerated SIMD 

instructions of the Intel processor architecture [8].  
In the following we present link-level simulation results of this implementa-

tion and compare it to a simple non-IA receiver and also to other transmis-
sion modes of LTE. The link-level results have been obtained with the 
OpenAirInterface link-level simulator.  
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3.1.1 Simulation Parameters 
Antenna Configu-

ration 

2 antennas at eNB, 1 antenna at UE 

LTE configuration 25 PRBs, normal prefix, TDD (3 PDCCH symbols) 

Channels • Rayleigh with 1 tap and no correlation (Rayleigh1) 
• Rayleigh with 1 tap only and full correlation (Ray-

leigh1 corr) 
• Rayleigh 8 tap with 1µs delay spread (Rayleigh8) 

and no correlation 

• same as before but first tap is Ricean fading with 
10dB Ricean factor (Rice8)  

• SCM-C 

TM modes 1,2,5,6 

Channel estimation • Perfect 
• LS with linear interpolation in time and frequency 

Receiver • Max-log MAP receiver 
• Interference-aware max-log MAP receiver for TM 5 

(denoted TM51) 

3.1.2 Results 
A full list of results is given in the Appendix. Here we reproduce a few select-
ed results. 
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Figure 3-1: IA receiver simulation results on OpenAirInterface 

3.1.3 Conclusions 
The simulation results show that the performance of TM 1,2,5,6 is validated. 
Regarding the IA receiver we can see that there are marginal performance 

improvements with IA receiver for low MCS in most channels, which is due to 
the fact that the residual interference is absorbed in AWGN in this case. 

However, there are significant performance improvements at MCS 9 for the 
SCM-C channel. For higher MCS (16QAM modulation) the results shown in 
the appendix verify the functionality of the receiver architecture, but the per-

formance is not yet optimized. The fine tuning of the algorithm will thus con-
tinue in the last part of the SAMURAI project. 

3.2 Scheduler and DCI format 1E 
For system level simulation of IA-receiver with transmission mode 5, a MU-
MIMO scheduler has been implemented on OpenAirInterface. As described in 

[3], the following adjustments have been made to the LTE Rel.8 standard to 
improve the performance of MU-MIMO: 

• Use of feedback mode 1-2 in order to exploit sub-band PMI feedback 

• Use of a custom DCI format 1E, in order to signal the sub-band pre-
coders to the UE 
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DCI format 1E 

In LTE Release 8, DCI format 1D was introduced which is specifically meant 
for MU-MIMO transmissions in TM5. In comparison to other formats, it has a 

special bit field called the power offset field which is utilized for power shar-
ing between two users in case of MU-MIMO. However, this format has a very 
limited scope for MU-MIMO owing to the amount of information it provides. It 

supports the feedback mode 3-1 in LTE and informs the user of the PMI only 
on wideband basis, which is insufficient to extract sizeable gains from MU-

MIMO as compared to SU-MIMO. For MU-MIMO, the PMI plays a significant 
role in scheduling of users and beamforming. Finer granularity of PMI facili-

tates more frequent update of precoders in every sub-band and thus ac-
counts for more accurate CSIT. Therefore considering the requirements for 
MU-MIMO, a new DCI format for exploiting the feedback mode 2-1 for MU-

MIMO in LTE is proposed here. With this feedback mode, the user fed backs 
the PMI for every sub-band instead for once over wideband. The new DCI 

format named as DCI 1E therefore helps to exploit the feedback mode 2-1 by 
informing the user of the PMI for every sub-band. This DCI format is basically 
a combination of DCI format 1B and format 1D. 

In LTE Release 10, a new DCI format 2C is introduced for MU-MIMO trans-
missions in TM9, which do not contain either TPMI or power offset field. How-

ever, UE-specific demodulation reference signal (DMRS) has been introduced 
in Release 10 which requires changes in the transmission resource structure. 
Hence our DCI format 1E in comparison to the support for MU-MIMO in Re-

lease 10, provides a simple yet effective solution without the need of UE-
specific DMRS which requires extra transmission resources. 

 
Scheduler with Pre-Processor 
Based on this new DCI format 1E, we implement a scheduler which is based 

on a pre-processing algorithm that provides the best allocation of resource 
blocks among the connected users on sub-band basis. This algorithm per-

forms a number of steps before reaching the best possible solution. The algo-
rithm does processing as follows: 

1. Initially, it starts by selecting a pair of users with orthogonal PMIs for 

every sub-band which ensures minimization of interference from other 
user and maximization of desired signal at the receiver. 

2. In case of more than one orthogonal pair, the pair with maximum 
combined-channel traffic is selected for MU-MIMO transmission in that 
particular sub-band. 

3. However, if no compatible pair exists and then a single user with max-
imum channel traffic is selected for SU-MIMO transmission. 

4. The same process is repeated for all the sub-bands and this way a 
group of users are selected for transmission in their respective modes. 
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5. But before actually scheduling these selected users, a final step is per-

formed. In this final step, the pre-processor scans through all connect-
ed users, compares their channel traffic over entire bandwidth and se-

lects the user with maximum traffic for SU-MIMO. The overall traffic 
(entire bandwidth) for this SU-MIMO user is compared with the overall 
traffic of earlier selected users and the better of the two scenarios is 

finally selected. 
 

This final step helps to deal with the scenarios when SU-MIMO can outper-
form MU-MIMO. Such scenarios can arise in case of less number of users 

which is illustrated in 3.2.2. Therefore MU-MIMO scheduler results in increas-
ing performance with increasing number of users which is a practical scenario 
for multi-user system. Thus given the optimal solution for the LTE low resolu-

tion precoders, this MU-MIMO scheduler can provide significant overall sys-
tem performance enhancement when integrated along with low complexity 

interference-aware receiver. 
 

3.2.1 Simulation parameters 
• SNR of 20dB for all users 

• Fixed MCS9, one subframe per frame  
• Uncorrelated frequency selective Rayleigh 8-tap channel or 

• Fully correlated frequency flat Rayleigh channel (fully orthogonal) with 
following correlation matrices for two users in MU-MIMO 
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• Number of frames used for simulations is 2000 
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3.2.2 Results 

  
Figure 3-2: Percentage of transmissions in MU-MIMO mode at 20dB SNR 

 
Figure 3-3: Percentage of transmissions in full MU-MIMO mode at 20dB SNR 
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Figure 3-4: Average system throughput for different scenarios at 20dB SNR 

3.2.3 Conclusions 
In the results, we make three important comparisons. Firstly we compare the 
performance of SU-MIMO in TM2 (scenario 1) with MU-MIMO in TM5 (scenar-

io 2-5), secondly we show comparisons between MU-MIMO scenarios for in-
creasing number of users and thirdly, we show the difference in performance 
between perfect detection and the actual receivers. This will help us to 

demonstrate the scenarios for which the real performance of the system 
(with IA-receiver) approaches the ideal scenario (perfect detection) in MU-

MIMO. 
 

• Fig. 3-b gives the percentage of transmissions when one or more sub-

bands are scheduled in MU-MIMO mode. As can be seen, even with a 
slight increase in number of users, MU-MIMO mode is preferred com-

pared to SU-MIMO. 
 
 

 
• In Fig. 3-c, we give the percentage of transmissions when all the sub-

bands are scheduled in MU-MIMO mode which means full MU-MIMO. In 
comparison to Fig. 3, the percentages here are very less since the 
probability of finding orthogonal pair of users in every sub-band is very 

less for small number of users. This graph basically is valid for the 
wideband PMI scenario which already exists in LTE Release 8 with DCI 
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format 1D. Therefore from the comparison between two of these fig-

ures, we can conclude that wideband PMI takes away the advantage of 
scenarios when we can have partial MU-MIMO. With partial MU-MIMO, 

the overall system throughput is considerably increased in comparison 
to just SU-MIMO. 
 

 
 

• Fig. 3-d gives the performance measurement in terms of average sys-
tem throughput. Scenario 1 is our minimum reference scenario in 

which only 1 user is served in TM2. Scenario 5 is the best case scenar-
io when we have orthogonality for all sub-bands and therefore two us-
ers are served for the entire bandwidth in TM5. These results indicate 

that MU-MIMO gains are not so significant when we have just two ac-
tive users in the system. However the gains improve gradually with 

the addition of even few users. 
 

4 MU-MIMO channel modeling 
Previous channel studies within SAMURAI focused on analytic modeling of 
multi-user links. A different approach is the use of geometry-based stochastic 
models (GSCMs). These models, provided the bulk link parameters are cho-

sen differently (randomly) for the different links, can provide link diversity 
which mimics the MU behavior of real-world channel. This section presents a 

proprietary implementation of the WINNER II channel model [5] in order to 
enable its integration with the OpenAirInterface platform, and proposes a 

time evolution scheme that improves the MU behavior of the mentioned 
model. 

4.1 Implementation of the GSCM 
In order to enable smooth integration of a state-of-art, complete geometry-

based channel model into the MU-MIMO simulations, a C++ implementation 
of the WINNER II model was done. The implementation follows the lines of 

the respective WINNER II deliverable [5] and the reference Matlab imple-
mentation [6] with a few notable exceptions. The improvements are the fol-
lowing: the specification possibilities for the scenario geometry and link con-

figuration are wider than that of the reference implementation, the imple-
mentation exploits the object-oriented capabilities of C++, and the multi-

user time evolution extensions outlined in Subsection 4.2 are contained in 
the implementation. The class diagram of the current implementation is 

shown in Figure 4-1 (two example scenario classes are drawn). 
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Figure 4-1: Class diagram of the C++ implementation of the GSCM 

 

The nomenclature of the most important entities follows the Matlab imple-

mentation, with a few exceptions. For example, the LayoutFactory is re-

sponsible for the layout generation, which can be implemented either deter-
ministically or the positions of stations and the links between them might be 

generated randomly. Bulk parameters (angle of departures and arrivals, de-
lays and power of clusters, large-scale fading parameters) similarly to the 
reference implementation might be entirely random or take fixed, tabular 

values for simple calibration simulations. Although the entities are similar to 
the original, the internal structure of the implementation follows stricter ob-

ject-oriented principles, as depicted in Figure 4-1. 
The numerical computations are relying on the Armadillo open-source linear 
algebra library [7]. This state-of-art, template-based library enables efficient 

numerical computations while keeping the program code reasonably easy to 
maintain and extend.  

The channel model is currently being integrated with the OpenAirInterface 
platform to enable using the channel models for link- and system-level simu-
lations. The integrated channel model shall constitute to the project demon-

strations.  

4.2 MU extensions and results of the implemented GSCM 
The WINNER II model, similarly to other previous spatial channel models, is 

based on the “drop” concept. Large-scale fading parameters are kept con-
stant during a simulation drop, and then change to a different set of parame-

ters for the consecutive drop. This also means a sudden change of the corre-
lation properties of the channel from one drop to the next which is in contra-
diction with the measurements; see [3] and the references therein. 
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We propose a simple channel evolution scheme that can be used to improve 

the MU capabilities of existing geometry-based channel models. As an exam-
ple, the simplified tap-delay line variant of the WINNER II channel model [5] 

is considered in the following. 
In the proposed modification each channel drop is further sub-divided into 20 
consecutive sub-drops (20 is the number of distinct clusters in the considered 

scenario). During each sub-drop, we change the Angle of Departure (AoD) 
and Angle of Arrival (AoA) parameters of one cluster out of the twenty possi-

ble clusters. This results in a gradual transition of the channel properties 
from one drop to the other, instead of suddenly switching to a new drop with 

an entirely different large-scale parameter set. Therefore, the drop-like be-
havior disappears from the model. 
The resulting frequency averaged correlation matrix distances between two 

users within the same cell, both for the full and transmit correlation matrices, 
are shown in Figure 4-2. As seen in Figure 4-2, the resulting time evolution 

lacks the sudden changes in the CMD values, and the experienced CMDs cor-
respond qualitatively well to the observed behavior, as outlined in previous 
SAMURAI deliverable [3] and in the references therein. The power delay pro-

file is assumed to be fixed, only the angles change during the sub-drops. 
Smoothly changing the power delay profile beyond the angles might add an 

additional degree of variability for the proposed scheme.  
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Figure 4-2: Correlation Matrix Distance evolution of the proposed model 
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The simulation results shown in Figure 4-2 assume 4 antennas at the eNB, 2 

antennas at the UEs (both are uniform linear arrays with half-wavelength 
spacing) and urban micro-cell scenario without line-of-sight. 

To quantitatively assess the suitability of these models to MU performance 
evaluation, we have investigated the distribution of CMDs generated by the 
original WINNER II model and the evolution proposal, too. It was shown in 

SAMURAI Deliverable 3.2 [3] that the measured, frequency-averaged CMD 
values assume a Beta distribution for various scenarios. It turns out that re-

alizations obtained from various WINNER II scenarios can reproduce this 
property. This is a significant result as the original model inherently follows 

the observed, measured behavior. We have conducted simulation runs to 
verify whether the proposed MU extension retains this property. Results from 
an exemplary trial if shown in Figure 4-3, where the same parameters are 

assumed that have been used in generating Figure 4-2.  
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Figure 4-3: Distribution of the CMDs over 50 consecutive drops 

 
The red curve shows the CDF of the CMDs generated by the model outlined 

in this subsection, and the green curve indicates the Beta fit to the red curve. 
It can be seen that the fit is acceptable, therefore the proposed time-

evolution scheme is able to quantitatively reproduce the observed behavior 
of real-world MU-MIMO channels. 
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4.3 Conclusions 
In this section we presented the structure of a proprietary C++ implementa-
tion of the WINNER II channel model that is currently under integration with 
the OpenAirInterface MU-MIMO simulations. We have proposed a low-

complexity extension to cluster-based GSCMs that enable smooth transitions 
between channel states. It was shown by simulations that the resulting mod-

el mimics the narrowband correlation matrix distance properties of the 
measured channels, and the distribution of the CMD values follow closely the 
Beta distribution observed on measured channel realizations. 

5 Channel resampling evaluation  
This work follows the channel clustering work reported in Deliverable D3.2.  

5.1 Problem Statement 
The trend towards more realistic channel models – in particular MU-MIMO 
models – is associated with a trend towards an increased number of “channel 

taps” in the models. It is commonly agreed that, e.g., a six-tap channel 
model for LTE conformance test will not guarantee in the field performance 
as the model is not realistic enough. More taps are needed for proper model-

ing; so they need to be emulated. 
On the other hand, as hardware machines, channel emulators are by defini-

tion limited. Typically a high number of taps together with a high resolution 
and a large delay span is not achievable. Some tradeoffs are needed. In this 
work, our assumption has been that the number of taps is the constrained 

factor. 
We will assume our maximum number of taps fixed at 24. Furthermore, to 

make our work applicable to (almost) any future model, we assume ray-
tracing based models as input channels. Starting with 3D maps, ray-tracing 
tools offer extreme precision in deriving the actual channel impulse response 

that a user would experience. They can virtually render an infinite number of 
channel rays. For practicalities, we will fix their number to 256. 

The challenge we are then facing is: “how to emulate as best as possible a 
256 ray channel with a maximum of 24 HW taps”? 

5.2 Performance criterion 
Before starting any investigation, one has first to define the performance cri-
terion. We believe that the inaccuracy of the emulation process due to the 
reduction in the dimensions should be as best as possible transparent to the 

user. Typically, the user of channel emulators is interested in BER (or 
throughput) evaluation. Hence our performance criterion: the minimization of 

the difference between the BER that would be achieved with an ideal 256 
channel emulator and the actual resampled emulated version. We are there-
fore not interested in theoretical metrics such as capacity as we believe they 
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do not correspond to the user’s concerns. This is in line with the project’s 

philosophy.  

5.3 Resampling methodology 
Our constraint, the number of taps (24), corresponds in practice to the num-

ber of delays. Multiple rays with the same delay will just count for one tap. 
This is the baseline of our methodology, we propose not to remove any of the 

(256) rays but rather to cluster them on a maximum of (24) delays. At each 
delay, the vectorial sum of the rays is performed resulting in one tap. Hence, 
eventually, only one dimension of the initial channel is altered. This is illus-

trated in Figure 5-1.  
 

 
 

 
Figure 5-1: Resampling methodology illustrated: the initial rays (top) are 

clustered in the delay domain on a reduced number of values (bottom). 

 
Several clustering methods have been proposed and studied earlier. We refer 
the reader to D3.2 for details. But we would however remind the reader that 

the clustering is done taking into account not only the delay domain, but also 
the angular domains (angles of arrival and departure). This is illustrated in 

Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2: Illustration of the clustering: each rays with the same color are 

part of the same cluster. Note that (only) three of the five dimensions taken 

into account in the clustering are represented. 

 

5.4 Tools used / developed 
The following tools have been used for the ray tracing investigation. 
 

1/ Ray-tracing software 
As mentioned above, our chosen (challenging) use case is the ray-tracing 

based channel. First step of the work has then consisted in obtaining from a 
ray-tracing software channel impulse response values corresponding to the 
different points of a grid representing a city.  

 
2/ Matlab program 

Then a complete Matlab system / GUI has been developed for 1) visualization 
2) performing the necessary manipulations of the channels – among others, 
the clustering stage, and 3) show exemplary screenshots from the tool. This 

is illustrated in Figure 5-3. 
 

3/ System Vue program 
To assess the performance of the proposed method, we needed to develop a 
full realistic TX-RX chain in which the original / resampled channels will be 

inserted. For this, we have used the Agilent System Vue program which has 
the great advantage to offer built-in reference transmitter / receiver libraries 

for various waveforms. In line with the project, we have chosen LTE. A TX + 
channel + RX channel has then been built as illustrated by Figure 5-4. The 
fading operation being conducted through the Matlab program. 
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Figure 5-3: A view of the Matlab interface with the channel data. 

 

 
Figure 5-4: Screenshot of the System Vue program developed for perfor-

mance evaluation. 

5.5 Results 
Various simulations have been performed. Gladly, they tend to validate the 

developed methodology. Two illustrative plots are given hereafter: 
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Figure 5-5: Far from base station case illustrative results. 

 
Figure 5-5 illustrates typical BER curves obtained when the mobile is rather 

far from the base station. As could have been expected, the higher the num-
ber of clusters, the better the match with the original unaltered channel. One 
can notice that luckily a 24 tap clustering tap gives excellent results fully sat-

isfactory for any customer. 
 
Figure 5-6 illustrates typical BER curves obtained when the mobile is close to 

the base station. We can there notice that the number of clusters plays a 
smaller role than above. This is because the actual channel exhibits less 
meaningful clusters. In that case the emulation complexity could be reduced 

– 24 taps being an overkill. 
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Figure 5-6: Close to base station case illustrative results. 

5.6 Conclusions 
We have proposed a method to cope with hardware limitations of channel 

emulators. Great efforts have been dedicated to build the Matlab / System 
Vue tools to evaluate the method. Fortunately, results obtained validate the 

approaches. 

6 Conclusions 
This deliverable reported the results of SAMURAI WP3 “MU-MIMO in practice”. 

In summary it can be said that all of the initial objectives were achieved. The 
building blocks for the final MU-MIMO PoC were developed, both from a soft-

ware and a hardware point of view. Some of the building blocks (like the IA 
receiver for 16QAM) still have some yet to be fixed performance issues, but 
these will be fixed in the course of WP5.  
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